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ABSTRACT 

This paper is an overview and a summary of the research topics, in the area of fire safety 
engineering in France. developed by the entities which have a significant contribution in the 
field. This review concerns mainly open and confined fires, laboratory and large scale studies, 
colnpartlnent and forest fires. empirical, experimental, theoretical and numerical approaches, 
fundamental and more applied contribution, fire resistance testing to detailed fire physics. 

KEYWORDS :tire physics and chemistry, fire engineering, performance-based codes, 
toxiciry. risk assessment, fire regulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fire is certainly one of the greatest discovery in human history. The first productive 
applications of fire were probably the cooking of food and the heating of caves. It is 
interesting that anthropologists[l] now believe that the use of fire by homo erectus, 500,000 
B.C. in Africa, precedes the evolution of modern species of man. Initially, humans were 
presumably using biomass fuels, solid fuels, as they were the easiest to gather. Closer to us, as 
civilis;~tion ~ltlvanced. as shown at many prehistoric site even in France like in the Dordogne 
valley, tlie ~~tilisation of solid fuels extended to the use of metals and to the burning of fossil 
fuels and var~ous chemical compounds. Properly controlled, the extensive use of fire as an 
energy source became an economic theme strongly linked to the process of industrialisation. 
But ~~ncontrolled. i t  can lead to severe material damage and dramatic loss of life. 

In  his paper Q~~intiere [2] mentioned what Eddie Foy wrote as he recounted his experiences 
on tlie afternoon of December 30, 1903: " I t  takes a disaster to make one ca~ttious". Eddie 
Foy was a well-known entertainer appearing at the Iroquois Theater in Chicago, on that day. 
In eight minutes, 1825 people sought to escape; 602 did not succeed. Disastrous continue time 
to time to take their toll. In 1970, a discotheque fire in France, Saint Laurent du Pont disaster 
near Grenoble, killed 146. In 1973, still in France, a LycCe fire claimed 23 lives. In 1987, the 
King'sCross Station fire killed also 30 people. 165 more were killed by the fire in the drilling 
plate-form Piper-Alpha in north sea. Unfortunately, more disasters still randomly occurs 
around the world every year. In the developed world fire claims the lives of 10-20 people per 
million of tlie population each year 131. The majority of fatal fires occur in occupied 
b~iildiiiga. As a result a very strong emphasis in the scientific study has been placed on 
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~~ntle~.\taniling the growth and jprcatl ot f ~ r e  within enclosures such a building in an attelnpt 
to combat tliis tragic loss of human life. The economic costs are also ?reat and represent all 
togelher  round I C/c of GDP. 

All these f~gn~.cs  apply to the situation in France where not much work was done on building 
fire\ before the seventies. Sirice tlie end of world war principally two aspects of fire safety 
have heen ol'gl-eat coiicern at the "Direction de la StcuritC Civile". (DSC), at the "Ministere 
tle I'IntCriei~r": the proble~ns related to forest and wildland fires and the development of a 
regulatio~i to prevent building and also industrial fires. However nearly no basic research was 
conducrcil 111 France prior to the Saint Laurent du Pont disaster where the cas~talities were 
linked to tlic large amount of smoke released by tlie burning of the lining polymeric materials 
on the \valla ;~nd the ceiling of tlie discotheque. As an illustration of Eddie Foy assertion. 
during tlic eventies the " Ministkre de \'Education de la Recherche et de la Technology" 
initiated a research program involving CNRS or University laboratories (Orltans, Poitiers. 
Lille,. . ..). n:~tional technological centers like "Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bbtirnent", 
(CSTB). " L:~borntoire National d'Essaisn. (LNE), etc ..., and industrial partners like "RhGne- 
Poulenc". (RP), "Soc~ttC Nationale cles Poudres et Explosifs". (SNPE), ELF Atochem. 
SociCtC Berlin, etc ..., to get information about the fire resistance characteristics of the 
various polymeric materials starting to be extensively produced by the industry and then in 
nsc in tlic construction of any kind of new buildings. During this period the research projects 
were focu~eil mainly on the determination of ignition criteria, of kinetic parameters of the 
pyrolysis. 01' the nature, the amount and even the toxicity of the several species released 
during e~tlier tlie degradation of the materials or their combustion. However it clearly 
appe;~reed tha~  this holding action even if  it led to the adoption of ]nore sophisticated regulation 
and fire protection system, further major advances in combating wildfire are unlikely to be 
achieved by continued application of tlie traditional methods. As clearly explained by 
Drysdalc 141. "IV11irr is r[,qlriretl is a r~~ore , f i r r~r l (~r~~er~tn l  crppronch which corl be ripplied i l r  tile 
ilo.si,yr~ . S I ( I ~ P  i.(rtll~r t11~1t t(rcit!\' relvirl!: or1 f ire irlcitle~lts to draw ntte17tiorl to i~~lzereilt jl're 
Irrr:co.tl,s". According to that several "Ministkres" (Education, Recherche et Technology, 
Logemcnt . Inttrieur (DSC) .... ) in France supported, during the eighties and early nineties, a 
research 11rogr;11ii e~ititled "Feu - Incendie - SCcuritC" focused on the de\,elopment of 
comp;~~.t~ne~it  I'ire and smoke movement performance-based codes involving CSTB, Socittt 
Bertin and \ix CNRS laboratories (OrlCans, Poitiers, Rouen, Paris,...). During the nineties 
most of tlic institutions laboratories or industrial groups have been part of one or more 
research progrLun sponsored by the European community. 

The overvicw below concerns around twenty different research entities, spread all around 
FI-ance. ;ind which sent ine enough ~naterial to allow a presentation of their activities in the 
fire safety engineering area. One can consider five different groups as follows: 

:::National inslitutzs or ~nstitutions: CSTB (Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bbti~nent). 
CETU (Centre d'Etutles des Tunnels), CTICM (Centre Technique Industriel de la 
Constr~~crio~i MCtallique), CEAIIPSN (Centre d'Etudes Nucltairesl Institut de Protection et 
Sill-etd Nucldaire). INERIS (Institut National de I'Environneinent Industriel et des Risques). 
INRA (Ins t~t i~t  National de Recherche Agronomique). CNPP (Centre National de Protection 
et tle Prdvention). and also CEREN V:~labre. LNE, . .  ... 

'"Large inilutl-i:~l groups: EDF (Electricitt de France), GDF (Gaz de France), RP (RhBne- 
Poulenci. ELF.. . . .. 



'.'Privare lii\tirntes: (St6 BERTIN, SCETAUROUTE, . . . . .  ) 

' : 'Orga~iistio~is directly related to the Ministry . "Interior" DSC (Direction de la Stcurit6 
Civile). "Del'ciise" DGA (Direction Gtntrale de I'Armement) and its research centers, 

:: Unive~sity or CNRS laboratoriej : Poitiers LCD (Laboratoire de Combustion et de 
DCtonicluc). LET (Laboratoires d'Etudes Therlniques), Mal-seille IUSTI (Institut Universitaire 
de\ Systi-nics Tlier~iiiques et Iridutriels), Hopitaux de Paris, Universitt de Corse - SDME. 
Some ot1ic1- Iiiboratories are also concerned by research related to fire LEMTA Nancy, IRPHE 
Marseille. LCSR Orleans. Cethil Lyon, CORIA Kouen, etc.. . 

The rcsc:ircli activities of the above laboratories or institutes are of different concern, from 
basic rcscarcl~ at laboratory scale experiment to large scale tests: from empirical approach to 
detaileci fielcl modelling . from compartment fire to forest fire, from confined fire to open and 
wind-tiltccl \liltation , from fire resistance testing to detailed fire pliysics ...... 

OVERVIEW OF THE FIRE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN FRANCE 

CTICM (Centre Technique Industriel de la Construction Mktallique) 

The CTICM. a very important institute located 20km south of Paris, developed for years 
research acttvities in the field of Fire Safety Engineering which concern mainly three topics: 
- de\/elol)nierit of fires, 
-smoke production and movement. 
-fire re.;istance of materials used in the construction of buildings in general. 

Their oljectives are: 
-to develop and test approaches to determine the pyrolysis flow rate of a fire source, and to 
model the resistance of the structure to fire, 
-to elaborate 3 procedure to test and validate the resistance to fire of building materials. 
-to contr~burc ro the development of performance based codes. 

D e i ~ c ~ l o ~ ~ i i i c ~ r r r  of'ji'rc,: 

CTICM ilcvclops in this area experimental and nu~iierical studies. Large scale fires in large 
volumes like tliose of several MW sponsored by the EEC. Moderate scale fires under a hood 
to test tlic fire resistance of an exhibition furniture stand, a standard hotel room , car's 
fires.. . . . . .  About the numerical studies the CTICM is using CFAST and developing a code in 
collaboration with the "Universitt de LiZge". It also exists a real interest for the establishment 
of empirical relationships or for the development of a probabilistic method. 

Sirrokr /~i-ot/lic./ioil clrltl rllol~erllerlf: 

Expesiniental i ~ n c t  theoretical studies of the evacuation of smoke from large atrium and of the 
efficiency 01' \make vents have been developed with the support of EEC . Parallelely the 
tehting ol' [Iic cI'I'~ciency of the exhaust fans at high temperature is under progress. 



Firc~ /.e.si.\.iciri(~o c~f1lzoterio1.s: 
A very i~nportant part of the activity of CTICM in the fire safety area is related to the fire 
resistance tcsting of building elements like, steel and composite (steel and concrete) poles 
and beams. concrete and co~nposite floor or ceiling elements, and to the testing of stainless 
steel, of' the rhermal protection of the elements considered fire resistant (doors. under ceiling, 
beam 171-o~cction .... . . . .  j. Most of these studies have been carried on with European partners 
again with tlie support of EEC and will serve as a basis to the definition of the new European 
standards in terms of fire resistance data base and specification. 

Going through tlie papers listed in thc bibliography provides more precise and detailed 
informatioil ahout CTICM research ;~ctivities and especially on the establishment of 
perfor~nancc hased codes. 

INERIS (Institut National de I'Environnernent Industriel et  des Risques) 

In France. INERIS. located 50km north of Paris, is one of the major technical research centres 
active in  the field of industrial safety. covering many aspects of the fire problem. In the field 
of fire safety science, fire prevention, protection, and technology it has experimental and 
modelling capabilities originally issued from its former duty regarding fire safety in coal 
mines. INERIS has turned its skills and devoted its work towards industrial fire safety 
concerns since the beginning of the 80's. It has implemented numerous links with other 
national (CSTB, CNPP ,.....I and international (Factory Mutual, HSE, TNO, SP ,.....) 
laboratories operating in the field of fire prevention and protection. 

INERIS. according to its former duty, is doted of large-scale fire testing facilities including: 
-a fire testing gallery fitted with a gas cleaning system which allows large-scale testing of a 
variety of liiaterials and products including very toxic products, with on line evaluation of the 
toxicity of the fire plume before safe elimination of the toxic compounds in the gas cleaning 
unit, 
-a 80 ~ n :  concrete enclosure allowing large-scale experiments regarding under ventilated 
chelnical F~res. 
-various teting areas capable of welcoming full-scale mock-ups of systems of customised 
test-rigs sometimes required to study specific fire safety issues. 

INERIS is also equipped with lab-scale standard testing equipment for the evaluation of the 
f i r e  h. , IL, I I~  - .  . LIS I-equired for "haz-mat" classification. Recently, a new lab-scale fire calorimeter 
based of the FMRC 50kw flammability concept devoted to fire research and material approval 
regarding fire safety has been set up. The activity in this field mainly shares in two domains: 
-practical research mainly sponsored by the French Ministry of Environment and some other 
p~lblic bodies (regional or EEC funds), 
-tests and other consultancy work for the private industries and other administrations. 

A nu in he^. of real-case studies or research work performed by INERIS by means of 
experimcrlral approaches, computer modelling exercise or state-of-the-art expertise are listed 
below: 
'Lexperi~iie~~tal evaluation (on a full-scale mock-up) of the fire fighting and fire detection 
system of the shuttle wagons transporting cars and coaches in the Channel tunnel, 
'"expel-ilnental evaluation of the behaviour co~nmercially-i~iiporti~nt chemicals in fire 
condition5 (pesticides. nitrogenated solvants, aromatic isocyanates.. . ..), 



:!:field t~.;~iii~ng of undergraduate fire brigade officers in evaluating toxic and thel-lnal aspect$ 
of tlie i'irc 1iii~iu.d 
':'ciesign aricl pci'for~nance of a custo~nised course regarding tlie fire hazard and fire prevention 
technicll~cs pertaining to the related industry for the general technical managers of all factories 
of a hiligle intlustrial U K  group producing and ~nanufacturing mineral wool as thermal 
insulation m:iterinls, 
:::design iuicl practice of n large- scale reaction-to-fire test pertinent for the approval of fire 
performaricc of roofing materials in use in poultry-far~ning buildings. 
'!'pert'ornlanccs of courses in the field of toxicity of tlie fire gases and smoke, 
'!'large-scale evaluation of fire resistance of newly developed water irrigated curtains for 
emergency I'ire compartrnentation of large exhibition halls. 
':'full-scalc ~cating of fire and explosion proof flaln~nable underground collectors and pipes 
network dcsigned to make fire fighting feasible or easier in road tunnels by collecting 
flam~nable licluitl spillages in case of car or truck crash, 
':'cornp~itei. s~niulation of the consequences of a possible fire initiated in the propulsive of a 
TGV rail i n  a projected rail tunnel crossing the Alps, 
'rcontrih~~tio~i to various European funded projects in the related field (MISTRAL, 
FIRETUN. . . . ..), 
':'cons~~lt;mcy work iii  the field of public access buildings in matter of fire prevention. 
Going through the recent literature released at INERIS by the group working in the field of 
fire safcty engineering gives tletailed information about the results obtained on the different 
topics. 

Gaz De France (GDF) 

Gaz de France is lnainly concerned by natural gas jet or cloud fires related to an accidental 
releahe ol' this gas under pressure (45 to 1 I0 bar) in the atmosphere. The breaking of a pipe or 
of n tank is uf major concern. They are more particulal.ly interested by the following points: 
gap l'lo~v r;~te, plulne shape, overpressure in case of plume ignition, geometry and temperature 
of tlie fla~ne. thermal radiation and flux impingement on a target, major threat on the 
surroulicling. 

Their o ~ ~ p r ~ ; ~ c l i  is focused on the develop~nent of a specific methodology, including the choice 
of the b e t  adapted scientific analysis and the use or design of the required tools , ending by a 
validation based on experimental observations (real accidental situations or simulation). The 
most ilnportant part of the studies applies to the characterisation of dispersion of the gases and 
of the transpol-t by radiation. They are developed in collaboration with national (ELF) or 
European pal.tners (Ruhrgas, Statoil, ENI. SINTEF, . . .  ). One of their most important 
i~nplic;~tion is the 3D calculation code called "Kameleon". The Kameleon FireEx is a user- 
friendly thl-ee-di~nensional transient si~n~llator for fire and gas dispersion scenarios. The 
simulator consists of three parts, which are tied together by the graphical user interphase. The 
preproccxjor consists of two major parts, geometry modelling and specification of boundary 
and initial conditions. The sub-models included are the the k-E turbulence model, the Eddy 
Dissipation Concept of turbulent co~nbustion, the Eddy Dissipation Soot Model and the 
Discret T~.:insfer Model of Radiative transfer. The interactive control part gives the user the 
opportlinity to change operational parameters of the CFD code during run time and to specify 
what data to look at in a graphical instructive display. 



GDF ; ~ l \ o  tlc\~eloppul with EDF and SNPEA anotliel- bevy interesting tool: tlie "Per\ephoneV 
code. This cotlc is n ~ucccssful attempt to model large scale liquid natural gas pool fire. 
howcvcr the soot   nod el sl-ioulcl be improved. The data for the validation have been obtained 
during t1irc.c LiXG fire experiments which have been conducted successfully at Montoire. 
Fr;uncc. i~ntlcr. different wind conditions in a shallow 351n diameter bund. Parallely tlie 
efficiency ol \lariotis foam (influence of expansion ratios and flow rates) to extinpis11 LNG 
pool 1'11-c\. The trials contlucted demonstriite that ccrtaln rules are not adapted since they 
encourayc the ~rsc of high expansion ratios to the detriment of safety considerations, 

Moi.eovcr GDF is now involves in an international collaborative research prograin on vapour 
cloud I'irc\ (VCF's).  This proposal has been developed to carry out a programme to 
investigate the current state of understanding of VCF's, in terms of both the model clescribing 
them and the experimental data used to validate these models, and to reach a consensus on 
whetlicr the I'actors which influence the behnviour of a VCF are understood adequately and 
appropriately ~noclelled. 

IPSN (111stitut de Protection et SQrett Nuclkaire) 

For more t1i;u-i 10 y e m ,  IPSN has been carrying out experimental and modelling research 
progran-is in order to improve the knowledge on tlie fire consequences in a nuclear 
installation. The fire is indeed a major risk for the industrial installations. In the case of a 
nuclear 01- reprocessing plant, the consequences of a fire can lead to a possible release of 
radioactive materials inside tlie installation and even outside into the environment if the 
confinemcnt ;li-ici the filtering clevices are damaged. There is so far a large amount of results 
available I'i.oin the researches carried out by IPSN. These results are already used within the 
frame of the safety analysis of the nuclear installations (LWR, laboratories and reprocessing 
plants). I t  has to be highlighted that the computer code FLAMME-S assessed in particular on 
the IPSN e~perimental data is wed to carried out safety analysis, especially in thk framework 
of untier~vay fire related to French PWR 900 MW. The main conclusions are that the 
improvenient of our knowledge on this co~nplex domain is very important and that the 
research results (especially assessed computer codes) are already used for safety evaluations. 
However a lot of fire config~lrations and scenario remain to be studied and some phenomena 
exliibitetl so far in IPSN experiments need additional investigations and a better modell i~~g. 
Rese~u.cli will continue in two co~nplementary ways: a research program addressing safety 
concerns, wliich generally ask for a rather quick and global answer, and a more basic research 
program, dcaling with fundaniental aspects of the fire, that will be carried out in a tight 
collaboratioii with universities and French and foreign research organisations studying 
comhustiori and fire. The research programs will continue to help in e\~aluating the risk 
connectetl with a fire in the nuclear installations. The coexistence inside iPSN of safety 
evaluation imcl research activities favours a tight dialogue during the definitions of tlie 
progra~ns ant1 during the code development and validation. This coexistence allows also a 
tluick ancl cfficienl feedback between new safety analysis questions and new scientific 
knowledge gained by the research. It has also to be underlined that the future research will be 
also c;~rrietl O L I ~  in more fmidaniental aspects related to the modelling (3-D ~nultifield 
computcr code ISIS) and to the experiments. Moreover. since the fire is not a nuclear 
plienomcnoi-i, tlie main knowlecige and developments gained by means of the IPSN research 
~ ~ r o g r ; ~ ~ i i s  can also be used for tlie analysis of the fire risk in non nuclear inst;illations. It is also 
worth to notice that the IPSN has a large range in size (0.3 to 3600 ml) of experimental 
facilities very ~ ~ s c f u l  for code validation and of course to study the influence of scale. 



CS1'11 (Centre Scientifique et Technique du BBtiment) 

The CSTU.5 Fire Safety Service is nearly fifty years old. I!nder the respon\ibility of the 
French l/lii~i.;try of Housing. Ecluipinent ~ind Fac~litiei it hosts two official test laboratories 
(fil-e reaction :~nd fire resi\tancc) under the coiltrol of the Ministry of Interior. I t  former 
1.esearcl1 ;ictlvitie\ have been presented by Pi. Curtat at the 3"' IAFSS meeting . 

The Inoil in~portant part of their acli\jit~es concerns official tests on fire resistance and fire 
reaction. Ailother important part is related to the release of notices to put in agreement with 
the regnlati,,~~ the renewing of ancient buildings or to design new architectural projects. 
The Ministry oi' Interior has been encouraging them over the late nineties to define a method 
for regulatinf the use of some of their software, in two respects: calculation of fire resistance 
based oil tlic himulation of real fires and definition of smoke reinoval requirements in public 
buildins\. W~clesp~-ead use of co~npntation software is made in order to reach a rapid 
harrnonls;~t~on of the European standards. The evaluation of fire safety in the real world based 
on event-oricnteti models and probabilistic networks is of primary concerns. 

The Fire Sal'cty Service is still developing basic research on the modelling of smoke 
movement ant1 of cotnpartment fire (~nulti zones models) in parallel to more applied research 
activities. The former are well illustrated by different papers like the one presented during 
this ~nectinp by M.Curtat et al.. At the 4'" IAFSS meeting they showed the potential flexibility 
of the use of smoke movement modelling for the purpose of elaborating tables or diagrams 
specifyinp ill a straightforward way minimal \ d u e  of ventilation parameters such as vent 
a r e a  or l'nn powered flow rates, for the control of smoke flows in case of building fires. More 
recently ~ h c y  completed their analysis by studying the fan powered extraction of smoke in a 
room \vhe~-c a fire develops. They compared full-scale experiment results with computer 
si~nulations nslng a zone and a CFD model. 

Concerning the later the following list of topics they are involved underlines the great ability 
of CSTB i n  the above mentioned field of fire resistance and fire reaction. 
*cont~-ibution to the elaboration of the European regulation called I S 0  TC 92, concerning the 
modelling of building fires, among the association of the "fire testing laboratories" EGOLF . 
"contribution to the design and setting of the SBI test (single burning item). 
*:contribution to the European harmonisation of the fire resistance tests. 
"applicatio~l of the CIFI code to the prediction of stnoke movement (Ministry of Interior): 
'!'application of' the SOPHIE code (developed jointly with FRS at BRE in England) to model 
the develop~ncnt of small fires (few kW of output) in a room (relation between the thermal 
o~tpi i t  ilnd the thermal structure of the plume). 
':'contribution to the co~nparative study of the performance of different compart~iient fire 
inodels (zo~ie and CFD models) under the CIB authority. 
'kontribution to the modelling of people evacuation. 
"activities of fire consultant for the prediction of smoke movement in large buildings, for the 
design of el'hcient thermal protections (radiation curtains), for the elaboration of a new 
regulation.. . . .  
Moreover tlic CSTB is involved for years in various nation wide or European co-operation 
with othcl- rcsc~u-ch laborntories (University, Research centers,.. .). 



SCETAUROUTE 

This conlpaliy located nearby Paris, Saint Quentin en Yvelines and near the A l p \ .  Annecy. 
is mainly concesned with the development of fire i l l  tunnels. Their activities are related to 
large Europe;un project , large scale tests, and studies at laboratory scale, including modelling. 
in collabor;~tion with different Universities. 

Cor-iccrn~ng European program, SCETAUROUTE has been involved from 1991 to I995 in the 
FIRETUN program as a co-ordinator of the French side. The program was shared by 9 
countsic\. A~.ound 20 large scale fires (in real situation: railways cars and wagons, trucks. 
cars, buscs) were carried on. The output power of the fires ranged from 1 to 150MW. Nearly 
20 mi l l io~ l  of data were collected. This program was very similar to the program launched in 
the USA. "Memorial Tunnel Project". (95 diesel oil pool fires ranging between 5 and 
IOOMW). 

In France . v:irious fires have been set in the Puymorens (in the Pyrknkes area) and Chatnoise 
(near Ch;uiihCry in the Alpes) tunnels. Again nearly 20 tests were performed and the data 
from aro~~nt l  100 sensors or probes were recorded. Data analysis provided a lot of information 
which lei1 to a better understanding of the interaction between the fire plume and the 
longitttdiii;~l I'low induced . This data base appeared to he a very useful tool for the validation 
of the numct.icul code developed for the simulation of those tests and consequently for the 
prediction 01' rhc requirements for the design of safe and efficient ventilation systems. 

SCETAUROUTE also developed studies at smaller scale (1120), at the University of 
M, ,usetlle .. ' first and later at the University of Valenciennes. This research tends to reproduce 
the influcncc of tlie buoyancy forces induced by the fire (injection of air and helium through 
the floor ol' the test scale). The results led to the prediction of the critical flow velocity 
requireil to prevent backlayering in the tunnel. The present studies are focused on tlie 
influence of kcy parameters like the slope of the road, the shape and size of the cross section 
on the critical flow velocity and on the establishment of the stratification. 

More recenlly the numerical simulation of the development of a fire in a tunnel has been 
consitlcrcd 111 collaboration with the University of Marseille and through different other 
research projects on more particular point. It is important to notice that the numerical 
techniques used for the simulation at laboratory scale have been successfully applied for the 
design of rcal project. 

CETU (Centre d'Etude des Tunnels) 

CETU is prccently under the responsibility of the Ministry of Equipment. Transportation and 
Lodging. This centre is locatetl nearby the city of Lyon. The study of the development of a 
fire in a rnnncl is one of the priorities of the Centre for now 5 years. It obtained a lot of very 
important 1.cs~11ts which led to a better understanding of the behaviour of a fire developing in 
a tunnel anil of the smoke control systems. These results provide experimental and numerical 
data, which can be used as reference base to improve or modify the existing regulation or the 
recomnic~~da\ions. 

Among thc ~nlportant literature published by CETU, the report written under the co-ordination 
of D. Lacroix for the "PIARC Committee on Road Tunnels" and entitled "Fire and smoke 



control 111 ~'oacl tunnels", provides the coinplcte state-of-the-art for all those who are interested 
in roatl I L I I ~ I ~ C ~ S  design, construction. operation or safety. It should give them an over\,iew. 
reco~il~ii~iiiI;~tio~is, ;IS well as the background on the way to provide a reasonably efficient and 
cost-efl'cctivc protection against fire and smoke in road tunnels. It also gives numerous 
1iterat~11.c rcl'erences that shoi~ld he ~~se fu l  to get further details. The report is coinposed of 
eight \cctio~is. Each section first mentions past work. According to the case i t  may then 
de\cribc pliysical phenomena or present new research results.. Whenever possible. 
r e c o ~ i ~ ~ i ~ e ~ i ~ I : ~ t i ~ ~ i s  are drclwn: in other cases reference is made to current practice in a few 
countric\ and subjects are suggested for future rese;lrch. The sections are: 
:::Ol?jecti\'c\ of fire arid smoke control (physical background and principles. function-based 
~~ec~nireriic~ita in opposition to detail regulations). 
';'Fire r ~ \ k  :r~i i l  design fires (frequencies :uid intensities in road tunnels). 
':'Smoke bcliaviour ( general information on smoke behaviour). 
'"Study ~iietliods ( safety strategies, influence of fire on the tunnel structure and equipment). 
"Ventil:~tion for fire and smoke control 'dilution of air pollutants, environmental issues, 
smoke control). 
2:Exits ant1 other safety facilities (evacuation routes). 
:::Tunnel reaction and resistance to fire (reaction to fire of the materials, the resistance to fire 
of the strLlctLire and equipment). 
:!:Fire repon" miunagement ( response to a mqjor fire incident in a tunnel: personal illjury or 
loss ol' life. tl:lmage to properties, disruption to the tml'fic flow). 

CETl! 15 concerned by most of the problems listed among the above eight sections. Among 
these topics i t  is possible to briefly notice their work concerning: 
'"s~nall hcale ael-aulic study of smoke trap door systems, the problem of smoke and critical 
velocity In tunnels (smoke modelling, fire tests and CFD modelling of critical velocity 
behaviour. comparison with Memorial tunnel experiments, recommendations on fire and 
sn~okc co~lrrol i.e. aerodynainics and ventilation of road tunnels....), 
"large sc;~lc hydrocarbon pool fires and numerical modelling (sensitivity of different 
~notlelling rechniclues and comparison with experimental measures, numerical sin~ulation via 
field ~~ioclelliiig, validation of a 3D code flow through a fire test performed in Ofenegg 
tuiinel.. . . .  ). 

DGA (I)&lbgation GCnCrale 1'4rmement) 

At thc CTSN (Centre Technique des Systkmes Navals) a group entitled "Gtntrateurs de gaz 
et incentlie" is in charge, for now nearly 10 years , of the problem of fire safety aboard the 
ships ant1 submarines of the French Navy. The problems of major concern are the spread of 
the fire (tlirougli openings, walls and floor or ceiling, ventilation and air conditioning 
network\. the size of the compartment, the adequacy between, thermal protection, the people 
in charge o l  rhe safety, and the extinction devices. In such a boat two kinds of fire occurring 
have to he taken into account: 
':'domestic (I'urnitures, . . . .) and industrials (hydrocarbons,. . .), 
':'pyrotcclinic co~npounds (propellants, explosives). 

The theoretical approach is also divided into two approaches depending if the whole 
phenomcnon is considered ( mean temperature . chemistry or mechanics nearby the fire 
source). This corresponds to global fire safety analysis, or if a more detailed analysis is 



reiluircd to get information ahout the pre~cntlon of the spreading of the flal-i~c. For the 
predictior ol'rhc t levelopme~~t of dolne\tic or industrial fires they u x d :  
:" e ~ t h e r  a / o ~ i c  code "CEIL" validated using data of the liter~iture (CSTB . . . .  I or using large 
scale cxj~ct.i~lientiiI res~11ts (tests aboarcl the M A Y 0  LYKES) to follow the evolution of the 
mean c1iar;icreristics of the hot and cold zone, 
"or a ficltl cocle "2D SAPHIR" which describes the f l a ~ n e  structure and inclutles i t  in the 
motlelli~ip of ~ l i c  co~npnrtnient fire and which has been validated using data obtained at 
CTSN. 

To predict r11e amniunition fire the cotle (zone niodel) MEGALO developed at the CTSN and 
valitl~~tcil using data from other DGA research centres (GERBAM. CAEPE) or froin IPSN at 
Catlaraclic. This code provides the mean value of the different parameters inside the 
c o r n I ~ ; ~ ~ t i ~ c n ~  atid tlie ability of extinction using water sprinklers. A code called ANSWER . a 
co~n~nerc ia l  3D code has been modified to include the lieat conduction through tlie walls and 
tlie intcsacitori between the fire source and the water spray liberated by the spl-inklers 
(evaluation of tlie resistance to fire of the equipment and the structures, optilnisation of the 
flow disch:rrge through the sprinklers). Two other ~nodels  have also been developed. The code 
ID, F L A W .  to evaluate the heating rate of a a~n~nuni t ion  and the code, PROPAGAZ, to 
evaluale the propagation velocity of burnt gases in an air conditioning or ventilation shaft. 
Moreover. the validation of the codes can be partially performed at CTSN by using 50  m' 
parallclipipcdic chamber. 

More re\e:~rch related to fire is carried on other research centres inside the DGA. Recently at 
CEAT the) tan tests about the fire resistance of aircraft seat cushions in collaboration with 
SociCtC BERTIN. The flammability laboratory of CEAT as the agreement to tests materials 
and equipiiicnt used in aircraft. from the military and civilian side . It is the reason why they 
contluctcil a n  experimental program to help towards a better understanding of the fire 
hehavioul. ol' aeronautical seat cushion materials and kerosene standard tests (FAA FAR 25). 
Extendetl ~uialysis of the experiments results has enable the identification of parameters 
strongly inl 'l~~cncing standard test results ( mainly geometry and positioning of the test seat). 
and also. Sot. the particular case of fire resistant foams. to derive rules of classification with 
respect lo I'ire response. These rules provide an improved characterisation of test seat 
beha\liour and highlight important fire resistance parameters (density, latent heat of 
defr;~darion). GERBAM has been also involved for Inany years in the testing of resistance and 
reactton to I'ire. Their large scale facilities allow testing of large elements like wall panels. 
dool.s. l'lool-. ceiling, .... of large ~nilitary boats and ships, but also of wall paint and wall 
lining. In rhc past year they have been very much concern by the fire safety requirements 
a b o ~ t l  aiscraft carrier. Especially considering the storage of ammunitions and other 
pyrotechnic co~npounds,  the possibility of aircraft landing incident leading to fire from a point 
of view 0 1 '  preventing fire spreading and the design and de\ielopment of efficient extinction 
devices. Thc coupling of smoke movement with the air conditioning network is also of great 
cOIlCcrI1. 

EDF (Electricit6 de France) 

At EDF the study devoted to fire safety are developed at the "Dtpartement TI-ansfcrt 
T h e r ~ i i i q ~ ~ c  cr ACI-odynamiclue" part of the "Direction des Etudes et Recherches". Since 1985 
the researches are focused on the i~nprove~nent  of fire safety inside nuclear power plants 
(experilnct~l;~l and  nodel ling st~tdies of fire in compartments). The development of the code 



MAGIC (zonc model ~nulti-colnpart~ne~it. global modeling of fire in compartment) is the 
master piccc of the prqject which contains also an experimental counterpart. 

MAGIC \ol'tware is a classical thermal model of fire in multi-compart~nent building 
s im~~l~~ t io l i .  Each compart~nent is divided in two superposed gas layers. The mass and energy 
balnncc cricl-gy equations carried out on each gas layer, together with the equation of the heat 
cliffusion i n  the walls meshed according to their layered thickness, allow calculation of 
aerothermal conditions in the building during the fire. MAGIC also computes the 
concentration of oxygen and unburned hydrocarbons to anticipate the secondary ignition 
intlucecl by a s~ldden input of fresh air. Up to 10 fire sources per room and 24 rooms per 
building can be handled by the software. Sub-models based on correlation obtained through 
experiment.; cliaracterise the various phenomena (pyrolysis. combustion in the gas phase, 
productio~~ of  smoke, structure of the thermal plume, heat exchange by radiation , conduction, 
convection. heat buil-up, ignition,etc.. . .  

The expel-iments concern maily liquid hydrocarbons pool fires and cables fires. A test 
facility. (PITCAIRNICALORIMETER), has been design and set up in co-operation with the 
CNRS (LCSR OrICans) on the base of the calorimeter designed by Tewarson in the USA. 
EDF . also. tleveloped for several years a collaboration with the CNRS Poitiers (LCD). After 
studying pool fires (structure, steady state burning, radiation, boilover), smoke prod~~ction and 
properties (extinction, visibility, physical parameters), the present study concerns the thermal 
degradatio~i of cable insulation. At the same time large scale experiment concerning cable 
fires arc co~iductecl by the CNPP (Centre National de Protection et de Prtvention) which 
locatetl hctwcen Paris and Rouen. 

BERTIN is a company which provides technical services to other companies. It has been 
involvetl in the field of fire safety for years. Its major fields of competence concern either 
deterlniiiistic studies of accidental fire and explosion scenarios or the reliability of complex 
syste~ns (intiustrial or power plants, large buildings, etc ....) through probabilistic approaches, 
event trees, hilliian behaviour and reliability.. . . . . Concerning the industrial sector, BERTIN 
has been involved in the nuclear, chemical and petro-chemical industry, but also within the 
niilital-y \cctor. The company can offer a support which can range from a very specific advice 
on a p;lrlicular. but restricted problem, to the Sull analysis of the concept of fire safety to be 
imple~ncntcil in a large building devoted to any kind of utilisation (production of products or 
energy. storase, receiving flock of people,...). 
The follo\ving list gives few of the topics BERTIN has been working on: 
:!:identification of the potential scenarios, 
'!'conscc]~lence of some of the most specific scenarios. 
4'clevelopment and utilisation of model of simulation to get quantitative predictions, 
:!:est. '17 I ishment of procedures to prevent the development of fire or the initiation of an 

explosion ant1 to mini~nise the consequences, 
'!'definition ant1 realisation of specific experiments to test the resistance and the reaction to fire 
of tliffcrent m;~terials (polyurethane foams, turning of metals,. . . .). 

The company has a long experience in the fire safety field and was for ten years a partner of 
the so-c~~llcd co-operative research program on fire "Fire research group FIS" together with 
CSTB ant1 CNRS. It has also been involved in European research program. BERTIN 



de\,clopcil tlil'l'er.ent software and code like KARATE wt~ich is able to predict fire growth. hot 
gas l'lo\+\ ant1 l'lare racliation and which has been applied successfully to safety anillysis in the 
of1'sI~t)1~c 011 i ~ ~ t l ~ i s t s y .  VESTA and VESTA-PLUS have been tleveloped more specifically to 
moclel 111.i .  ileveloplnent in nuclear power plants and to perform a risk analysis via the 
coupling 01' another code called VULCAIN which is also considered a a fire expert - 
systc~li. .fhc group ;ilso developed a deterministic - probabilistic methodology for risk 
i~ti:~lysi\ 0 1  l'i~.e, 

h4ore rcccntly BERTIN has been involved in the study of the interaction between the spray 
g e n c ~ ~ t a l  lhy a sprinkler and the fire plume rising above an hydrocarbon pool fire. Also we 
have lo notice. as mention earlier. the collaboration with CEAT (Toulouse) they conducted 
iui c\pcrinrenlal program to help towards a better ~rnderstanding of the fire hehaviour of 
a e r o ~ i : ~ ~ i t i ~ ; ~ I  5e;~t cushion materials 2nd kerosene standard tests (FAA FAR 25). 

INRA (Institc~t National de la Recherche Agronomique) 

This instiLution is very much involved in the study of forest fires via its laboratory '.Unit6 de 
Recherchcs Forestii-res hlCditerranCennes - Equipe PrCvention des Feux de For&tsn located in 
south of Fr;mce in the city of Avignon. It conducts research in three mzdor directions : 
S:st~~dy of I I I C  starting and of the spreading of the forest fire (evaluation of the criteria 
chai-actcristic of the fire danger, develop~nent of model to predict fire propagatioli and 
experiinental validation by laboratory and large scale tests), relation between humidity 
content of the fuel and its flam~nability, combustion lnodelling at the different scales to be 
c o n s i d ~ ~ ~ c ~ l .  
':'trnp;~ct of I'ire on the trees (trees reaction to fire. relation between the development of the fire 
:ri~tI the t la~nage to the trees,. . . .), 
' ~ ' t l c \e lop~i iu~t  of techniques to reduce the co~nbustible load (prescribe burning, selected tree 
cutting ... . ) .  

This laboratory is also invol\ies in a European program on forest fire "Efaistos" especially in 
collabol- ;~~io~i  with a research group from IUSTI (Marseille). This collaboration aims to a 
bettcl- uiiiicrstanding and prediction of forest fires propagation and includes model 
develol>nlcnt. lesting and experimentation on pine needles fuel bed. Some years ago the INRA 
group sti~clied the effects of slope and f~iel  load on fire behaviour. More recent worlc concerns 
the influcncc of heat transfer on fire spread. The testing of two radiative physical models for 
fire sprcatl through porous fuel beds underlines that even if radiation is predominant, 
convccti\,c Iie;~t transfer depending on the gas temperature profile should be taken into 
account. Thc simplified physical model. developed for a steady fire spread in the absence of 
itmbicnt wiiltl , ~is ing  an approach [hat considers a forest fire as a compressible, reactive and 

1'. ,I( ~ , ~ t i v c  I'lo~i' t h r o ~ ~ g h  a multiphase medium. provides results in reasonable agreement with 
the cxpe~.i~iicntal results obtained with their laboratory scale fire test facility. 

1L'STI (institut Universitaire des Systkmes Thermiques Industriels) Marseille 

A g r o ~ ~ p  ol' this laboratory. located in Marseille, is a partner, L I ~  noticed above, of the INRA 
~ I . O L I I J  ill tlie European program EFAISTOS, "Experiments and simulations for improvement 
and val~tl:ilion of behaviour models of forest fires", in which 7 different states are involved. 
This gro~ip  is also a partner of DGA through CSTN and developed basic studies on diffusion 



flamcs i~lclutling tlie burning of solid propellaiits or more generally of pyrotechnic 
c o ~ n ~ o u n ~ l \ .  t l~c  interaction between diffusion flarne and its surrounding conditions. Three 
pal"" rclaicil to their present work are presented at this symposium. 

Concerning Iorest fire, they developed n ~nultiphase approach which is able to take into 
account ihc heterogeneous aspect of the combustible medium (porous aspect) and the basic 
plienonicna which are at the origin of fire ignition and propagation (chemical reactions, 
oxygen ti-itnsport, gas tnotions, . . . .  ). One of the most important problem concerns the closure 
of the rn~ilt~l~liase ecluations i.e. what kind of simplification should be done, what kind of sub- 
motlcls I needed to express new physical terms in the equations characteristic of the 
multil)ha.;e meciinm and how more simplified model can be established. The general 
formlilation hitred on a weighting average procedure describes the fire induced behaviour of 
the reacti\c. radiative and heterogeneous medium. In the frame of wildland fires, the 
propagatloll oi' a line fire t h ~ ~ ~ u g h  n fuel bed has been si~nulated using this approach. Their 
analysis leads to the determination of the rate of propagation of the line fire through a 
randomly-packed fuel bed of thermally thin cell~~losic particles and the induced 
hydrodynamics inside and above the litter. The predicted rates of fire spread for several 
configurations. including cross wind effects, have been successf~~lly compared. Another 
approacli concerns the development of a one dimensional model of reverse combustion which 
controls thc fire spread throi~gh a fuel bed of pine needles. Both oxygen and fuel limited 
regimes hitvc been exmined for low flow velocities. Moreover they will be implied with 
INRA i n  a research program, called DERF and sponsored by the French Ministry of 
Agricull~~rc, The objective of this program is to study fuel breaks, that is a modification of the 
landscnl~c ~vl l~ch concerns in cutting a zone of rather dense and continuous vegetation. The 
break is composed of elements of vegetation arranged discontinuously. The break must be 
tended regularly. The aim of the break is not necessarily to stop the fire but rather to create a 
highly propitious zone for firemen to fight the fire. Their objective is to propose models 
which will be ~tble to describe the behaviour of the fire when reaching such a zone. 

They also ilcvelop studies related to the development of diffusion flames. One of their 
numerical htnclies applies to the description of fire induced flow and temperature field in an 
enclosure. Two models of fire source description have been examined, namely a volumetric 
heat source and a flame model resulting from the injection of gaseous fuel in the enclosure. 
The coniparative examination between computed results and available experimental data 
shows the limits of the volumetric approach particularly near the source and in the ceiling gas 
layer.. However the flame model provides data in agreement with experiments and is able to 
also pretl~ct the four layer structure observed for this type of fire-induced flow. Another 
numerical investigation concerns the effects of cross-wind on a turbulent methanelair 
diffusiori I'lanie. The results fit a correlation obtained for a pool fire and illustrate how 
aerodynani~c interactions generate significant changes on radiation to external targets. The 
nu~nerical I . C S L I ~ ~ S  show that tlie buoyant flow above the flame is characterised by the 
developnlcnt of large eddies on both sides of the hot gas column. The growth of these 
huoy:uncy tlriven instabilities is also marked by an oscillatory behaviour. 



Universitb tie Corte (SDEM) 

This tcani located in Corsica have been studying for several years forest fires, Inost of tlle 
time in collaborntion with INRA Avignon, but being also in close contact with the IUSTI's 
g r o ~ ~ p  anil IPSN Cadarache. It started to study the dynamic modelling of fire spread across a 
fuel bed. Thc reaction-diffusion model use for the determination of the necessary coefficients 
a method hasetl on the dynamic features of a spreading fire. The numerical study provides the 
rate of S~I -cad .  the fire front perimeter and the temperature distribution for line-ignition and 
point-ignit~on fires. Furthermore. i t  allows the estimation of the c~cceleration of the spread for 
:I point ignttion found in its initial stage and the steady state phase. The approach has been 
improvcd to include slope effects and successfully tested. The research has been pursued to 
generate a f'orest fire silnulator. Consequently a resolution algorithm capable of reducing the 
calculation time has been developed and is able to solve all reaction-diffusion equations 
which possess a spreading solution. More recently they proposed and validated a two- 
tli~nensional model of fire spread across a sloping fuel bed. This approach which also 
considers thc influence of fuel load have been validated with experimental results from INRA 
but also by comparison with data from other physical models. 

Labofi~toire d'EnergCtique et de MGcanique ThGorique et AppIiquCe (1,EMTA - Nancy) 

This laboratory proposed recently a very interesting approach to predict the motion of a forest 
fire front . The approach is based on the Richards' one dimensional elliptic growth forest fire 
propagi~tion so as to find an intrinsic expression of the fire front. An equivalent optical 
geometric variational formulation of this model is given too. They also proposed a three 
dimensional analysis considering an ho~nogeneisation by volume averaging and irreversible 
thermodynamics processes. Simplification leads to a two dimensional model, that deals with 
principal paralnete1.s of the propagation of the forest fire. The shaped of correlation used by 
the ellipticill growth forest fire is then deduced. The non local influence of the radiated flux 
issuing from fire area that is above the vegetation has also been introduced too. Finally 
numerical simulation with non local radiation have been performed. 

Laboratoire d'Etudes Thermiques (LET - Poitiers) 

This laboratory has been involved since the eighties in the fire research. It was a very active 
men~ber of the program "FIS" (Feu - Incendie - SCcuritt) and developed very efficient 
collaboration with different partners like CSTB, CNPP, SociCtC Bertin and some CNRS 
laboratories. Its activities were directed towards the study of flows in the presence of heat and 
mass rransfcrs. Part of the research work in this field has been carried out to study the 
structnrc of flows resulting from a fire located in an inhabited room leading onto a corridor 
open to the outside, with or without a slnoke extraction system. The laboratory has a 
co~npntation code based on the field model and experimental facilities (113 scale) with 
diagnostic techniques to validate the approach. Their work entitled "Study of f an  powered 
extraction o U  slnoke in a room where a fire develops: full-scale experiments and computer 
s~lnulat~ona using a zone and a CFD model" is an illustration of their contribution onto the 
field of smoke movement. More work has been performed on the characterisation of smoke 
and on the hchaviour of hot plumes. especially in rooms with high ceilings. More recently 
they st:~rtctl to st~ldy the ~nechanism of flame spreading in a porous medium (this symposium). 
A new algo~.itIim for fire spread sim~~lation has been proposed by using a dynamic tool of the 



flame front change and a loc;ll spread model. The progression of fire, represented by a close 
contour. is b;ised on the tleter~iiination of a parametric function. A physical model. which is 
~iiainly h:~secl on the Cekirge model, has been introduced. This takes into account external 
conclitions like wind, the topographic conditions and the fuel characteristics. This model. 
wllicl~ prov~dcs results with a moving boundary problem can be used to evaluate forest fire 
~xop;~g;~tiori in real time. During the past years they developed research 011 extinction by water 
spr;~y. Presently they are working with CEAICESTA on the interaction between an 
hytlrocarbon pool fire and a water spray in collaboration with the LCD Poitiers. 

Lalmratoire de Co~nbustion et Detonique, (LCD Poitiers) 

Invol\~ctl ill rhe study of reacting flows for 25 years, this laboratory tried to provide at first 
new insights concerning wall and pool fires. It developed experimental, theoretical and 
numerical approaches in order to get a proper evaluation of the different transports sustaining 
the burning phenomena. Their great concern for the convective transport led them to the study 
of the structure of the reacting flow developing above the burning surface: the structure of a 
boundary layer diffusion flame for the case of wall fires and of a buoyantly driven diffusion 
flame or reactive plume for pool fires. The evaluation of the transport by conduction into the 
condensetl phase is shown to be equivalent to an increase in the latent heat of gasification and, 
consequeritly, a shift in the flammability limits towards lower oxidizer mass fraction. 
Concerning radiation, their contribution deals with the determination of the radiative 
properties of the reacting flow and with the experimental and theoretical or numerical 
determinalion of the heat fluxes to the burning surface and to the surroundings. They have 
also been concerned with the determination of soot formation and by the relation between 
intermittency and radiative fluxes. Either real fuels have been experimentally tested or their 
comhustiotl simulated using water-cooled sintered porous metallic burners. It clearly appeared 
that the mass burning rate and the structure of the reacting flow were related to many 
parametch. However, only n few are of great importance: fuel properties, oxidizer mass 
fr;lctio~~. ~ i ~ r l > ~ ~ l e n c e  intensity, and the scale of the experiment. Concerning modelling, simple 
models c;in provide relevant results about mass burning prediction. However, to describe the 
structure of the diffusion flame above the burning surface, more sophisticated models are 
requirctl. I t  is also worth to notice that their contribution is significant only at laboratory scale. 

More I-cccnrly the laboratory has been involved in several new topics like, combustion at 
different gravity levels, combustion in tunnels, pool fires and boilover, fire and their 
s~~ppression (water spray, gas generators,. . .), smoke production and smoke properties, 
development of fires and flame spreading, and more generally in topics related to fire safety 
engineerins ill collaboration with the University of Maryland at College Park. It is clear that 
reliable prccliction of fire processes is required for fire protection engineering. The need for 
immetliate sol~~tions to the fire threat, and the complexity of the fire problem have led them to 
look for practical engineering solutions, often empirical, for the prediction of fire 
develol~ment 2nd control. However, as it is widely recognised that the reliability of prediction 
of fire process depends upon the quality and amount of knowledge of the processes, they 
continl~ctl (heir fundamental approach. A large part of their new involvement is presented 
during thia sy~nposium through seven papers and some posters. Concerning smoke, they tried 
to explain why the specific extinction area for a given material, which is independent of the 
burning contl~tions, is the more appropriate quantity to attempt correlation between small and 
large sc;ile data. Starting from a small scale study on extinction properties of mixtures of 
smoke. (hey established a correlation between the specific extinction areas of the different 



I'~iel\ ii~\oIvctl. The agreement between tlynamic inea.;urements pert'ormetl with a flow 
tI11-oug11 system ;u1d the theoretical development appears very sat~sfactol-y. Previoui 
byste~natic ; ~ n d  comprehenive studies on the burning of thin fuel layer floating on Lvaler 
empl~;iri\ctl tile importance of heat transfer in the direction normal to the file1 and sublayer 
surkrces. They corroborated that boilover is due to the heterogeneous boiling nucleation at the 
fueliwarci. interface, in sublayer water that has been superheated. Presently a wide range of 
boiling points fuels were tested including crude oil, a heating oil, and five single component 
fuelh. Soinc paralneters of the process were varied to observe their effect on the boilover 
characteristics and, through them. some of the controlling mechanisms ivere inferred. The 
influence of rhe major parameters of the problem. specifically the initial fuel layer thickness. 
the 1>oo1 tli;~niete~.. and the fuel boiling point, on the telnperature history of the fuel and watel- 
~ i ~ n c l  time to rhe start of boil over. has been studied. The simple one dimensional, quaqi steady 
Ileal contiucrion model developed. even with its limitations, contributes to the understanding 
of rhc ~ . c i ~ ~ i r \  of the parametric study. 

Their appro;ich of wall and pool fires in confined, fully ventilated or completely unconfined 
situ;ltion is srill under progress at Poitiers. More particularly the interaction between a vertical 
hurn~ng \\all and a pool fire or a ceiling or another vertical wall has been considered. They 
tlevelopecl n three dimensional   nod el to predict the aerodynamic field and the thermal 
s tr i ict~~rc ol' such situations. The moclel considers the turbulent nature of the flow, the gas 
pliiisc non ~pre~nixed combustion, the strong coupling between the pyrolysis rate and the 
buoyanc!, ~ntluced Flow, including the influence of the streamwise pressure gradient for the 
piirallel walls case and a two dimensional adaptation of the Discrete Ordinates Method to 
eslinlate rile l'la~ne radiation energy. The methodology extends previous work by substituting 
the constant soot radiative fraction approach by the two equations soot model and radiative 
tl.ani;fer eqnation without scattering. A good agreement is observed between calculations and 
expwimeet:il values previously obtained using a large scale facilitated consisting of water 
cooled sinrered porous wall burners stack on each other for the vertical walls o r  side to side on 
thc floor or ceiling configuration. It appears that their findings have implications for 
identifying and assessing the risks associated with the bulk storage of materials for different 
wail or sllel\,es spacinglheight ratio. Nearly sim~~ltaneously they developed a new, consistent 
;inti ol?,jecti\,c inethodology. using a CCD camera to map flame luminosity to get wall flame 
heigllls. Exlxriments were carried out in unconfined and confined situations and for different 
fuels. T h c ~ r  ~neusurelnents appear essential for the establishment of a new and more scientific 
wail flame height correlation that include effects of pyrolysis length, b~rrning width and 
confinemcnl clue to side walls. Moreover there are also works in progress related to the 
behavio~l~.  of a wall fire in a vitiated compartment and to the behaviour of a combustible 
material located in the upper zone of an opened compartment under fire. Concerning pool 
fires the influence of confinement and of cross wind have also been considered measured and 
inodelleil. Experimental and theoretical study of the buoyancy effect on the pulsation 
f r e q ~ ~ e n c y o l '  :I pool fire has also been completed by this laboratory at different gravity levels. 
Tile l'lanie ~x~lsa t ion  frequency is determined both from image processing of the visible flame 
e m i s s ~ o ~ i  ancl from spectral analysis of a thermocouple signal. The modelling of the puffing 
s h o w  thar this phenomena is induced by the travelling of three dimensional gravity wave and 
p r o ~ i d e s  , I  relevant determination of the characteristic length of the turbulent plume. 

Anothcr hrutly, motivated by fire safety concerns and the advent of long term micro-gravity 
f acll~tiea, .: is ;ilso under process for six years. First they simulated using a porous burner the 
contlitiona ~tboard a spacecraft (fuel injection through the porous wall into an oxidising flow 
typical of rhe HVAC systems. Then they conducted similar experiments but by replacing the 



porous hui-ner by a slab of PMMA. Several diagnostic techniques are in use: PLIF, 
visu:iIi\:iiion. PIV, temperature measurement by means of therniocouples and IR camera. For 
the later the inain objective is to obtain a complete temperature field in a short period of time 
like 111 111ici.o-gravity facilities. The experiments showed the existence of a low oxidiser 
stability liniit linked to a minimum fuel supply to the flame and reiated to a decrease in the 
lieat feedback from the flame to the fuel surface. The importance of convective transfer of 
f~.iel lo rile l'lkrlne is underlined and is evidenced by soot oxidation. yellow flames. as opposed 
to blue I'lanie where diffusion of fuel is dominant. A qualitative agreement exists with theory. 
The fuL~11.e research program will deal with the determination of the flammability and 
conibn\tioi~ criteria of solid fuels expose to a low velocity oxidising flow under micro-gravity 
in order to clualify a material for use in a space vehicle. This research is part of the 
coliaboratioi~ developed with the University of Maryland at College Park were experiments 
have hccil 1x1-formed to determine the effects of scale reduction and transport mechanisms on 
PMMA piloted ignition. It was observed that the sample size did not affect surface 
tempcra'tire. nor the critical heat flux for ignition. Even the ignition delay appears to be not 
affecteci liowever its characteristic length is a major parameter for the development of the fire. 
It waa dcter~nined that the delay is affected by flow characteristics mainly by changing the 
fuel mnhs I'i-action, essentially the limit above i t  ignition occur. 

Others Institutions 

A lot 01' \ \o~-k  has been performed on the toxicity of smoke for the human being in different 
laboi-atories under the responsibility of HBpitaux de Paris. They gave a lot of information 
concer~ii~lg the influence of combustion products and smoke on the breathing, on lungs but 
also oil blood content. Their analysis leads to a better understanding of blood poisoning, but 
also bi-ain aiicl heart injury. They also provide information about lethal concentrations of 
poisoning agents. Concerning smoke, but smoke movement and production, the "CNNP" 
(Centre National de PrCvention et de Protection) has a very large facility which has already 
been ~isetl i n  collaboration with CSTB in order to collect data to validate numerical code. 
CNPP also organises training sessions for fire safety engineers and to test new equipment for 
fire fightcrs but also for detection and suppression. Rh6ne-Poulenc, Elf and many others large 
co~npanies have their own fire safety engineers and develop time to time research in the fire 
safety ficld in order to solve their home problems. Concerning the hydrocarbon industry, the 
organia~ii~o~i called GESIP has large facilities to light large pool fires and to test extinction 
systems. Tile "LNE" (Laboratoire National d'Essais) has test facilities and has the ability to 
delivei- certification to different combustible materials. There are also different laboratories or 
institutio~is spread all around France which are involved in fire safety studies, like at Rouen, 
at Ecole Cc~itrale de Paris and de Lyon, INSA de Lyon, OrlCans, Paris, Ecole des Mines 
d'Alks. Mafieille, and some others UniversitCs et IUT. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This review underlines that there are a lot of activities developed in France in the field of fire 
safety eil~ineering. However this paper deals only with the laboratories and institutions which 
sent their contribution in that area to the author. Most of them has been contacted but only 
around i\ve~!ty, those mentioned above, answered. However, only a very restrictive list of their 
main ~~;ipess is given among the references. Anyway a lot of work has been and is still 
performed all around France but unfortunately with no much link between each other. Since 
the d~sapi?c:~;"ice of the former "F.1.S research program" the collaboration between the 



dil'fcl-enr eniities occurred only through European Community Program (STEP, EFAISTOS. 
BRITE - EURAM,. . . . . .) and some bilateral co-operations. For sure a better co-ordination 
between tlic different reaearch programs should lead to a better efficiency including a greater 
exchange hetween fundamental or laboratory scale approaches and applied industrial or large 
scale reseavclnes. Especially an efficient co-operation between academic institutions and more 
apl>lietl rescarch centres or industrial laboratories is required to face the new challenges in the 
ficld of i'irc d e t y  engineering at the French and European Level. A special effort is also 
requireti t o  Iniprove the existing regulation and testing and to move from a purely "regulation 
appl-o;~ln" up to a more "performance based codes" approach. 

We c~ul notice an increasing dennand on fire safety at any level, industrial storage and large 
iniluhtrial l'acilities and plants (even power plants), compartment fires in small and large 
buildings. forest fires which corresponds to a real threat. Consequently. the level of effort 
society extciids to fight and prevent fire should increase. It can be said, according to J. 
Q~~intiel-e [5] that the level of safety lnust be administrated consistent with the society and 
with (lie tools of science and technology. It can be also said that the general public has not a 
good ulitlcrstanding of the fire and that fire hazards is not easily understood by technical 
people oui\ide the scope of fire. This situation seems to stem from a low technical 
understantl~ng of fire and the lack of quantitative tools for the measure of fire safety and its 
h, . . az'u d. 

In concluion to meet the demand a great effort should be made in order to better co-ordinate 
the different research activities in the field of fire safety engineering in France but also to 
reinforce ihc educational aspect of this problem. 
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